
 

Ameren Illinois Farm Safety Tip Sheet   

In conjunction with National Farm Safety and Health Week 2019 and the start of harvest season, Ameren Illinois offers 

the following safety tips for farmers:  

• Awareness is key to avoiding dangerous situations. Always look up, down, side-to-side and continually scan your 

surroundings for potential hazards.  

• When operating large machinery, maintain a 10-foot clearance radius from all 

overhead power lines. Even getting too close to a power line can cause 

electricity to jump across several feet of air (arcing) to the equipment.  

• Utilize a spotter whenever moving or operating equipment. Spotters may be 

able to identify hazards outside your immediate line of sight.   

• Remember to always lower equipment before leaving the field, as power poles 

often line the roads near farms.   

• If farmers notice drooping or sagging power lines, proactively call Ameren  

Illinois at 800.755.5000. Do not under any circumstance attempt to remedy the situation on your own.   

• The electric transmission and distribution power lines near farmland often carry thousands of volts and should 

only be handled by qualified utility personnel.    

• If an auger or other piece of equipment becomes tangled in power lines, realize that both the equipment and 

surrounding area may be energized. Call Ameren Illinois immediately at 800.755.5000 and although first 

inclination may be to exit the vehicle, wait INSIDE the cab until the utility arrives to de-energize the line. One 

step out could cause the body to become the path to ground for the electricity, resulting in electrocution.  

o The sole scenario in which occupants should exit the cab before Ameren Illinois arrives is in the rare 

event the equipment begins to smoke or catch fire.   

o If this happens, jump clear of the vehicle without touching it and the 

ground at the same time. Land with both feet together. Then hop 

with both feet still together so there will not be a voltage difference 

between your feet, which would give the electricity the chance to 

follow through the body. Hop as far away as you can.   

• Farm hazards are not always visible to the naked eye. Pipelines buried 

underground help Ameren Illinois deliver safe and reliable natural gas to 

customers, but inadvertent strikes to these facilities may result in gas leaks.   

• To mitigate the potential for natural gas incidents on the farm, always call 811 (J.U.L.I.E.) before tile plowing, 

setting fence posts or any other deep digging projects outside of routine farm tillage. Additionally, keep an eye 

out for above-ground piping.  

o In the event of an inadvertent pipeline strike accompanied by the smell of natural gas (rotten egg 

scent), blowing dirt or bubbling water, clear the area immediately and call 911, followed by Ameren 

Illinois and then 811.   

• Technology is playing an increasing role in farming operations, but auto guidance GPS systems do not always 

detect the presence of hazards. Therefore, always keep your head on a swivel and stay aware of your 

immediate surrounding, even if the equipment is operating itself.  


